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EWM supports DVS-IIW Young Professionals  

Helping young welding engineers to 
visit a global conference 

 
To support young academics and thereby push forward the development 
of welding technology, in 2018 EWM AG was again one of the sponsors of 
the “DVS-IIW Young Professional” at the 71st IIW Annual Assembly & 
International Conference. This year the world congress for welding 
specialists took place in Indonesia. For the 28th time, “IIW Young 
Professionals” from all across the world took the opportunity to present 
the results of their research to an international audience during the 
different technical panels of the International Institute of Welding (IIW). 
 

Every year, experts from across the globe meet at the conference hosted by the 

International Institute of Welding (IIW) to discuss joining, separating and coating 

technology. Top-class speakers and a total of 23 working groups attend the 

event. For young scientists, visiting the conference is a great career opportunity. 

 

In Germany, the DVS – German Association for Welding and Associated 

Processes – has made it its business to promote young professionals, enlisting 

EWM for support. In 2018, 26 “DVS-IIW Young Professionals”, aspiring 

engineers and scientists from Germany, gave presentations to the international 

specialist audience in Bali. In addition to this, the five women and 21 men forged 

new contacts and gained insight into new developments and solutions in joining 

technology. 

 

For years, EWM has been an important supporter of the DVS-IIW Young 

Professionals. This is one way in which Germany’s largest manufacturer of arc-

welding technology supports international research and development. But as a 

global technology driver EWM does even more: International groups of young 

welding engineers and scientists from the IIW often come together in EWM’s 

highly modern development division in Mündersbach to consider new processes 

and solutions in arc-welding technology. 
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At the 71st IIW Annual Assembly & International Conference in Bali, 26 aspiring 
engineers and young scientists from Germany presented the results of their 
research to an international specialist audience with the support of EWM. 
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About EWM: 

EWM AG is Germany’s largest and one of the most important worldwide 
manufacturers of arc welding technology. The family-run company from 
Mündersbach has been living its motto “We are welding” for over 60 years with 
forward-looking and sustainable complete solutions, designed with a large 
helping of passion for industrial clients, as well as skilled craft businesses.  
EWM develops high-end welding technology. The Westerwald-based company 
offers complete systems that cover everything from high-quality welding 
machines (and all associated components), through welding torches, to welding 
consumables and accessories for manual and automated applications. EWM 
has made a name for itself worldwide thanks to its plants in Germany, China 
and the Czech Republic. Users praise the products’ ease-of-operation and 
excellent results. Companies value the solid consultancy, service and enormous 
savings that come with EWM systems. The partially patented welding processes 
reduce the consumption of materials, energy and time, and produce up to 75 
percent fewer welding emissions.  
The innovative welding manufacturer employs around 700 employees at 14 
German and 7 international locations, and just under 400 of these are based at 
their original headquarters in Mündersbach. 
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